
May bank holiday – 31st – Nursery closed. 

Please don’t forget to book your swaps in with reception, 

availability depending.

May 31st to June 11th - Term time holidays.

June 20th – Father’s Day.



We have been very creative using different materials, gluing and sticking and paint to explore

different textures and colours. We have also focused on numbers through play; copying

numbers in rice, number hunts and finding numbers in water.

We have been developing our gross motors skills, through obstacle courses, our garden

equipment and our soft play. We have been developing our own self care needs; cleaning

hands, washing faces and helping with nappy changes too.

Babies have been exploring mark making using paints, flour, sand and mud to develop their

fine motor skills. We have been exploring sensory equipment to find out body parts; like

mirrors. We have been practicing self care on the babies, getting them nice and clean and

encouraging them to feed themselves during mealtimes.

We have been learning about animals and their habitats; like sea animals and jungle animals.

We have been looking at the differences of animals; the size, the colour, the footprints. We

have been using magnifying glasses to find bugs outside and using numbers in play alongside

this.

We have been learning about all things nature. We have explored different bugs and insects

and are now even growing our own caterpillars to release once they are butterflies. We have

also been using rhyming words in our everyday play to extend our vocabulary.



The nursery recently celebrated Eid and Shavout; celebrating flowers, reading books to extend

our learning, decorating henna hands and exploring colours.

We have also made links with a local nursing home and hope to gain some pen pals to share

some experiences and experiences with.

We say good bye to Jessica K-B as she leaves us to prepare her nest for her new little arrival. We

can’t wait for snuggles. We also want to welcome Trisha and Jamie-Lee who are starting in the

next two weeks in Woddlers and Toddlers.

Please let us know your last days if you are leaving the nursery to go to school at the end of term.

There is a form to complete from reception. We have already made contact with the schools and

are arranging transition meetings with the new teachers to give all the necessary information to

ensure the transition is as smooth as possible.


